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In this paper we have studied the diffusion approximations for the stochastic Gompertz and 
logarithmic models of population growth. These approximations are of particular importance 
whenever the corresponding Markov population processes are not analytically tractable. For each 
model we have shown that, as the resource-size tends to infinity, the process on suitable scaling and 
normalization converges to a non-stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Consequently the sizes 
of species have in the steady state normal distributions whose means and covariance functions are 
determinable. 
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1. Introduction 
Two models often used for the investigation of the growth and decay of popu- 
lations are the Gompertz model for single species and the Eotka-Voltxra model 
(LVM) for two species having a prey-predator elationship. The Gompertz model is 
d 
zX(t) = ((u - pLw - rx(t) log X(t), 
where X(t) is the population size and cy, p, y are rate constants. The LVM, when the 
self-interaction among the members of each species is taken into account, is 
described by the pair of equations 
d 
;i;x(t) = CYlX(?) - &X(t) Y(t) - rlx*(t), 
(2) 
d 
dt Y(t) = -~2Y(t)+P*X(t)Y(t)-y*Y2(t), 
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where X(t), Y(t) refer respectively to the prey and predator populations. Coutlee 
and Jennrich [3] made a very illuminating comparative study of this model and the 
logarithmic model (LM): 
d 
,x(r) = ~lX(+-&X(0 log Y(t)- yA(t) log X(t), 
d 
dt Y(t) = -a2 Y(t) -1 p2 Y(t) log X(t) - y2 Y(t) log Y(t). 
They established the propriety as well as the ecological relevance of the latter. The 
LM, besides being exactly solvable, shares the broad features of the LVM and was 
studied in some detail by Gomatam [4] and Prajneshu [6]. Recently, B&us [2] has 
mzide an excellent survey of stochastic models for interacting populations with a 
prey-predator elationship. In this paper we propose to study diffusion approxima- 
tions for the stochasticized Gompertz and logarithmic models. In each case the 
process, suitably scaled and normalized, converges to a non-stationary Omstein- 
Uhlenbeck process. We investigate the first and second order properties of this 
process. Earlier a good review was done by McNeil and Schach [S] and the 
approximations were studied rigorously in a general setting by Barbour [l]. 
2. Stochastic Gompertz model and diffusion limit 
In a population of X(t) individuals at time t, each individual gives birth to another 
one with probability a!(t) St -I-O(&) during the small time-interval (t, t + 2%). The 
probability that it dies during (t, t + at) is the sun: of two components. The first is the 
term p(t) St +o(&) which, in itself, would produce the well-known linear birth-death 
model. However, the struggle for existence gives rise to an additional death rate 
log[{X(t) - l},lA], proportiomJ to the logarithm of the density of other individuals, 
where A is a large parameter interpretable as the available resources (area, food, 
etc.). Thus the possible transitions and their probabilities for the stochastic 
Gompertz model are: 
Transition during (t, t + at) Associated probability 
X(t)+X(t)+ 1 * a(t)X(t) St +o@t) 
* 
X(t)+X(t)- 1 __ P (0X(t) (4) 
+ r(t)X(t) log {x(;-l]] St+o(St). 
Denoting by Aj (j = - 1, 0, 1) the event “X(t) increases by J’ during (t, t +St)“, the 
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law of conditional expectation yields: 
E[exp{ieX(t + St)}] = z lE[exp{i@X(t + St)lA,}]P(Aj) 
j = -1 
= E[a!(t)X(t) St exp{i@(X(t) + l)}] 
+E [I X(t)- 1 @(0+7(t) log A ] X(t) 6t exp{ie(X( t) - I)}] 
+E 1 -a(t)X(t) &-(/3(t)+ y(t) log x(i- ’ X(t) St} exp{ibX(t)}] 
+ o(&). 
On proceeding to the limit as 6t + 0, 
tlE[exp{i&‘~(t)}] = a(t)(e’” - l)E[X(t) exp{i0X(t)}] 
dt 
+(e-“- I)E 
X(t) - 1 
p(t)+ y(t) log A I 
X(t) exp{i 6X( t)} 1 . 
Unfortunately it is not possible to solve (5) explicitly and obtain the distribution of 
X(t). Nevertheless, it seems worthwhile to obtain the asymptotic distribution of X(t) 
under conditions which will ensure that X(t) is large throughout (0, t). Our aim is 
thus to derive for large A a Gaussian approximation to XA(t). To this end we let 
X~(t)=Am(t)+A1’*ZA(t)+O(l) as A+oo, (6) 
where m(t) is the deterministic function and &(t) can always be chosen such that 
E[Z’(t)] = 0. It follows from a theorem of Stone, quoted by McNeil and Schach [S], 
that as A + oc>, the sequence Z’(t) converges to an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process on 
[0, t]. We now replace 6 bv 4A-I’* in (5). Using (6), expanding the logarithmic term 
in (5), and neglecting terms of relative magnitude A-‘, we get 
a 
a,E[exp(i4A -“*(Am(t) + A”*&(t)}] = 
= a(t)(i&A-‘/*--$+*A-’ + l l l ) 
>c E[(Am(t) +A”*&(t)) exp{i4A-“*(Am(t) +A1’2Z’(t))}] 
+(_i&A-“2_$~2A-1-. . .) 
x E[(Am 9) + A"*ZA(t))(P(t) + y(t)(log m(t) 
+&(t)A-“*/m(t)+ l l 9)) exp(i@A-“*(Am(t) 
+A”*z,(t))}]+O(A-I’*). (6 ) a 
Write for the characteristic function of &(t) [exp{i&L(t)}] = C&b, t) = C, say. 
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Then @a) can be written as 
c 
exp{-i+A1’2m(r)}i[C exp{i4A”‘m<t)}] =
= a(t)(i4Ae1’2-i42A-1 + l l l aC CAm(t)-iA”$ 
3 
ac 
-iA”‘L(r(t)+P(t)+ y(t) log m(t)}% 1 +O(A-‘I*). (7) 
The left-hand member is K/at + Ci4A 1’2 dm( t)/dt. Thus equating on both sides of 
(7), first the coefficient of A*‘2 and then the terms independent of A, 
d 
&m(t) = (a(t) -S(t) - y(t) log m(tOmW, 
ilC 
ar=${~(t)-Y(‘)-8(1)-u(l)logm(t)}~ 
-$#Pm(t){a(t)+P(t)+ y(t) log m(t))C (9) 
It will be noted that (8) is the equation governing the corresponding deterministic 
Gompertz model. On inversion, the probability density function for ZAt) is fecund to 
satisfy the Fokker-Planck equation: 
i f(z, t) = {-dt) + y(t) + p(t) + y(r) log m(r))~bfk t)) 
(8) 
+4mWdt) + P(t) + y(t) log m W}$ fk 0, 
which is the forward Kolmogorov equation 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. The probability 
Gaussian is expressible in terms of the variance 
(9), the characterisiic function of f(z, t): 
c = exp{ -i@’ V(t)}; 
equating the real parts, we get 
corresponding to a non-stationary 
density function f(r, t) being central 
V(t). To determine it we substitute in 
(11) 
d 
dt V(t) = 2{i2(t)- y(t)-@(t)- y(t) log mWW(t) 
+ b(t) + P(t) + y(t) log m(t)Mt). (12) 
Henceforth for simplicity we consider the rates a(t), /3(t), and y(t) to be constants 
independent of time, i.e, a(t) = cy, /3(t) = p, and y(t) = 7. Eq. (8) gives 
logm(t)=(ff-~)(l-~y~)/y+~Y’logm(0), (13) 
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where m(Q) is the initial value of m(t) at t = 0. Substitute from (13) in (12) and write 
for convenience 
Then on 
(P-p)/y= G, and G,- log m(O)= G2. 
solving (12), we get 
V(r)=[exp(G,-2yr-2G25Yt)][eG2{G2-(1+G~)~/y} 
+ y-*{cu + Gz(a - y)Eyt} exp(2yl+ Gz E”) 
I 
t 
+fG2’ exp(G* 5’“) du]. (14) 
0 
Thus, for a sufficiently large value of Z, A can be taken sufficiently large, that 
m(t) = m,, = exp[b --/WY], 
V(t) = Vst = a eGt/y = a e’“-P”y/y, 
(15) 
(16) 
hold. It is noteworthy that whereas in the macroscopic equation (15) for the mean 
y(a) the quantities cy and @ occur only through CY - p, (16) contains CI! separately, 
thus demonstrating how the observation of fluctuations can give more information 
about a system than mere macroscopic measurements. 
Hence in the limit of large A, the original process X(t) comes out to be normal with 
mean Am(t) and variance A V(t). 
3. Stochastic logarithmic model 
We now consider the following stochastic version of the logarithmic model for a 
prey-predator population wherein X(t) and Y(t) denote respectively the sizes at 
time t of the prey and predator populations: 
Transition during (t, t + 6t) Associated probability 
(X(t), Y(t))+ VW) - 1 I Y(t)) 
[ 
Y(t) 
P*(t) log A+ YlW log 
X(t) - 1 
A 3 
X(t) 4% +o@t) 
07) 
(X(t), Y(t)) + (x(t), Y(ti + 1) 
X(t) 
pz( t) Y(t) log _A St + o(&) 
(X(t), Y(t))+(X(r), Y(t)- 1) 
[ 
a*(t)+y*(t) log y’;- ‘1 Y(t) St+o(St). 
Here A has the same interpretation as in Section 2. The birth rate of the prey 
population is the same as in the usual Lotka-Volterra model, but the birth rate of 
the predators is increased by a factor proportional to the logarithm of the prey 
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populatron. The death rates of the two populations are increased by logarithmic 
factors as in Section 2. 
Applying the law of conditional expectation and proceeding as before, we get 
= iE[exp{iuX(t) + izY(t)}] = 
= a&)(e’” - l)E[X(f) exp{iuX(t) + ioY(t}}] 
+ (,iU - W) PI(~) log A 
+ r1w log 
X(t)- 1 
A } exp{iuX(t) + ivy(t)}] 
+ (ei” - l)P&)E c YW log y exp{iuX(t) + io Y(c))] 
+ ($0 - I)E 
[ I Y(r) a2w+ Y2W log Y(t)- 1 *A I exp{iuX(f) + ioY(t)) 3 . 
We now consider the process on a bounded t-interval and study the sequence of 
bivariate distributions {XA(f), YA(t)) and obtain the asymptotic distribution as 
A -, 00. To this end, we assume that 
X*(t) = Al(t)+A”2U and YA(t) = Am(t)+A”2V, (19) 
where U, V are random functions of t and l(t), m(t) are definite functions of I to be 
determined. In (IS), put u = @A-“‘, v = c$A-“~ and let 
E[exp{iBU + i@‘}] = +(9,#, I) = #, say, (20) 
then using (19) and neglecting terms of relative order A-‘, 
w ;+ iA” d d e,l(r) + 4dfmW 
= cul(t)(iOA-1’2-~62A-’ +. 9 +E[(Al(~)+A’/~U)exp(iW+i4V)] 
+ (-i@A-‘/2 - $f12A-’ + . . .) 
x E[(Al(t) + A”2 U){P1(t)(log m(t) +A-‘12 V/m(t) + l l 9 
+ r&)(log P(t) + A-1’2 U/l(t) + 9 . 9)) exp(i8U t- i# V)] 
+ P2(t)(i4Aa*‘2 - ;4’A-‘+ l . l )E[(Am(t) + A 1’2 V) 
x (log I(t)+A-1’2 U/l(t)+. l 0) exp(iW+i~V)] 
+(-i4A-L’2-$42A-1+* l l )E[(Am(t)+A”‘V) 
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x {az( t) + yz( t)(log m (t) + A-“* V/m (t) + l l l )} exp(iW + ib V)] + O(A-‘I*) 
= (y l(t)(ieA_*i2 - &*A-’ + . . . - )[ AW) _ iA’/ ae +oo) 
+(-.ieA-1/2_$e2A-‘+. . 9 [ AWPdt) log m(t) + YIW log l(t))@ 
- iA ‘I2 hW+PlW log m(t)+ rdt) log l(r))$ 
l(t) a9 +p*w-- - 
m(t) w 
+/32(t)(i~A-1’2-$#2AV1 +e l 9) 
A+m(t) log l(t)-iA”* w m(t) w log l(t) -+- - 
sd l(t) de 
+ (-i4A-‘/* - fd2A-’ + . . 9 [Am (Wb2W + 72(t) log m (0) 
-iA1’*{a2(t)+y2(t) log m(t)+ y*(t)}$+O(l) +O(A-‘I’). 1 
Equating the coefficients of iA*‘* 0#, iA’/*#$, and terms independent of A, we get 
respectively 
d 
-$W = idol - WPdt) log m(t) + ydt) log l(t)}, (21) 
d 
zm(r) = P2WW log 10) - mWb2W + y20) log W)l, (22) 
!!!!= - at [ I-dt)+rdt)+Pdt) log m(t)+yl(t) log l(t)}e-p,(t)!$&$!$ 
- PlW 
[ 
$f+i-p2W log 10) + w(t) + y*(t) log m(t) + y*(t)}41 $ 
-+*lw~~hw +kbw log m(t)+ ydt) log WI 
-~4*~~(W{P2(t) log 40 + &2(t) + 720) log mW1. (23) 
Henceforth for simpticity we consider the rates ai( Pi(t), yi(t), i = 1,2 to be 
constants independent of time, i.e. a,(t) = ai, Pi(t) = pi, n(t) = yi, i = 1,2. Let 
D=d/dt, then (21) and (22) may be written as 
(D+y&logl(t)+k&logm(t)-~l=O, (24) 
-(D + y2) log m(t) + p2 log l(t) - a2 = 0. (25) 
Eliminating log m (t) and log l(t) by turn, 
{PtP2+(D+yI)(D+y2)}log l(t)=a!lya+ ~2P1, 
{P~~~+(D+YI)(D+Y~)}~~~~(~)=cY~PZ:-CY~Y~. 
(26) 
(27) 
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Write 
5* = &I - Y212 - 4P 43219 pdj=&rt-Y*f~~~ (28) 
We conSider the following three cases: 
Case 1. S* = -k* # 0, where k is real. Then p, q = -& + y2) * ki. The solutions of 
(26) al.3 (27) are respectively 
Fog l(t) = (Al cos kt +A2 sin kt) exp(-$(yl + y&}+ 
wY2+~2Pl 
kw2+ Y*Y2’ 
(29) 
log m(t) = (A3 cos kt +A4 sir. kt) exp{-$(yl + Y2)t}+ 
d32-a2yt 
8182+ Y*Y*’ 
(30) 
where the constants Ai, i = 1,2,3,4 dtrtermined from the initial conditions I(O) = lo, 
m(O) = mo, say, are 
Al=loglo- eyz+a2P1 
p1p2+ YIY2’ 
A2 
1 
=x ~l-pl~ogmo-kYl-Y2z)loglo- [ 
(Y, + Y2khY2+~2m 
wd32+ YlY2) 3 ’ 
A4 “$[p* log&)- a2 + S(Yl - y2) log mo - (r1+ Y2)b1P2-~2Y1) 
w&+ Y1Y2) 3 l 
For asymptotically arge times and for appropriately large values of A, log l(t) and 
log; m(t) depict damped oscillations and eventually tend to stable values, provided at 
least one of the self-interaction coefficients yi is present. When both of them are zero, 
then these logarithmic values depict an oscillatory behaviour with period 2m/k. 
Case2. S*=O.Thienp=q = -$( y1 + y2) and (26), (27) yield respectively 
logI(t)=(B1+B2f)ePt+(CYly2+a2Pl)lp2, 
log 40 = (B3 + B& ept + b 1P2 - w yt)!p*, 
(31) 
(32) 
whiere 
Bl =Pq; ~o-(cwl~2+~12Pl)lp~, 
B2=cyI- P~logm0-kyl-~2)logl0+((~1~2+~2S1)Ip, 
& = log mo- hP2- ~2yl)Ip2, 
B4=P2loglo-az+~(~l-.~z)logm0+((~1P2-a2rr)lp. 
Thus for large times log l(t) and log m(t) tend to finite limits. 
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Castd. 62=k2#0.Thenp,q=-$(yl+~2)~k and 
log I(t) = Cl ePr + C2 eqc + wy2+43f2/31 
p1P2 + YlY2’ 
log m(t) = -(vl+p)C1e”-(y,+q)C~e~‘+8,npl~~~~~~:, 
12 1 
(33) 
(34) 
where 
1 qbbY2+~2Pt) 
cl= - 
2k [ Pd32+ YlY2 
-(yl+q) log k-p1 log m+w Y 1 
c2 
=L -PblY2+cyzPl) 
2k [ M2+ YlY2 
+~Yl~P~~~gI,+~llogm~-cwl l 1 
Then as t + m, log l(t) and log m(t) become finite or infinite according as i( y, + y2) a 
or c k. In the steady state, 
4t = exPUmYz+ ~2PlMm32+ YlY2119 (35) 
mst=exp[(crlP2-a2Yl)I(PlP2+ YlY2)1* (36) 
4. Pwbability density function and covariance matrix 
On inversion of (23), we find that the probability density function f (u, v, t) = f, say, 
satisfies the Fokker-Planck equation: 
af l(t) 8 
t= 
~-~l+Yl+B~logm(t)+Y~logl(t~~~(fu)+P,mo,(fv) 
a’f m(t) a 
+IWh+lB* log m(t)+ Yl log w,UZ-P2I(t) &fu) 
a’f 
+ 5mWb2 + P2 log l(t) + ~2 log mW$--p 
which is, once again, the forward Kolmogorov equation corresponding to a non- 
stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. 
Write 
a1 = -{-al + yl+& log m(t)+ yl log l(t)}, a2 = -pJ(t)/m(t>, 
h = &m(t)ll(t), 62 = -b2 + ~2 - Pz log &t) + ~2 log m(t)?9 
Dl= 9Wh +PI log m(t)+ YI log WI, 
(38) 
02 = $rn (t)(a2 -I- p2 log I(t) + y2 log m(t)}. 
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analysis we evaluate the covariance matrix when 
stationary values. 
with eigenvalues Al and h2, i.e. 
A1,2=$f.al+b2)*&al-b~)2+4a2b#2. 
Then (37) can be written as 
I(t) and m(t) have 
(39) 
(40) 
Let the base coordinates u, v be transformed to a new set of coordinates yl, y2 by 
means of the linear transformation 
Y=[;:]=c[;], 
where C = (Cij) is a 2 X 2 non-singular matrix such that 
[a’ 
I au a ii_ 
Then denoting the transpose of C by C’, 
Gi 
a a‘ 
-+c-;1- 
= I aY1 ay2 Cl2 a L+C22- I aY1 ay2. 
Now consider 
[ 
a2 
duZ 
a2 
avau 
a* 
au av 
a2 
z 1 
a a’ 
au a a 
=a auau [I [ [ I __ct G a -1- au dyz. 
Therefore 
where 
a LGi a,,] 2. c 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
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Denote the determinant of C by the symbol IlCll. Then the probability densitv * 
function of Y is 
Using (41) and (43), (40) gives 
The transformation (41) has brought (40) into the desired form which is solvable as 
shown below. Define the Fourier transform 
F- F(ur, u2, t) = I I fexp[iulyl +irs2yJ dy, dy2. --oo -00 
Then the Fourier transform of (45) gives 
dF aF dF 
-= AlUl 
at 
-++$4* 
au, 
--(i51ru:+2Slzulu2+S22u;)F. 
au2 
We use Lagrange’s method to solve it. The auxiliary equations are 
dt dul du2 dF =--=-= 
-i hlul ~~~~ (Sllu:+2S12u~u2+S22z&F 
From the first three equalities, we get 
u1 eAlr = K1, u2 eA2’ = K2. 
The third integral of (48), on using (49), is 
log FK3 = - 
I 
(SIIK: e-2A1r + 2S12K1K2 e-cn1+A2’r+ 822K$ e-2A2r) dt 
=-u1+2 81  2 512 622 2 
2Al &+A2 
Ulu2+~u2* 
Therefore the general solution of (47) is 
F(ul,u2, thp -21~1-2~ 811  512 822 2  1 +A 2 
u1u2-2hu2 
3 
= 
 
(46) 
(48) 
(4% 
= & = #(Kl, K2) = #(ul e”$ u2 eA2’), (50) 
where $ is an arbitrary function to be determined from the initial conditions 
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U =u =+att=Osothatyl = y2 = 0 at t = 0. This condition can be expressed as 
f(yl9 y29 0109 09 0) = fi S(yi), 
i=l 
so that 
S(yl) S(y2) exp(iulyl +iu2y2) dyl Q2 = 1. 
Using this, we get from (50), 
~(~1, u2) [ -- 611 u1 2 -2 h2 = exp 2hl A,+hZUlU2 -- 2AzU2 622 2 I l 
Therefore again from (50), 
F(ul, u2, t) =exp [ r&t &! -e”if)+2A 612 
8 1 +h 
u1u2(I -e’A’+“2!‘) 
2 
+2n, Zui(l -e2’2’) 1  ,
(51) 
(52) 
Note that the expression for F(ul, u2, t) implies that the distribution of ” 
[ 1 is Y2 
bivariate Gaussian with zero mean-value function and covariance matrix: 
2612 
h+A2 
1 
etAI +A2)t_1} 
!ff(e"2'- 1) 
1 
(53) 
Thus the mean-value function of is zero and the covariance matrix is 
A=E{[;] [u ~1) = E[C-l YY’(C-I)‘] = c-‘n(c-I)‘. (54) 
The elements of tae matrix C-’ determined from (42) by finding the corresponding 
characterktic vectors are 
a2 1 Aa-al ’ c= (59 
Hence the (i, j)th element of A = (Aij) is 
A,,= &II + 2w12 + 0221, 
Al2 =A2,= ~2(+-~1)(~11+~12)+~2(~2-~1)(w2+~22)9 
A 22= (A1-ad2w1 +2(A, -ad(A2-ah2+(A2-ad2W22, 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
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where 
Wll =(e “1’ - I)[&(& - a1)2 + D2a$]/[hIa~(A2 - A ,)‘I, 
o12 = 2( 1 --dh~+*~‘~[Dl(aI - A d(al - Ad + D2afllbb I+ b)Gb - A 1>“1, 
022 = (e 2hs- l)[D,(a, -Ai)2+ D2az]/[aiA2(A2-A1)2]. 
Thus for the stability of second-order moments A 1 c 0 and A2 c 0, which means that 
h+A2 =at+b2<OandAlA2=a162-a2bl~0. 
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